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Non-local Effects in the uPA System
After expanding into a Taylor series, in the limit as R → 0:

Urokinase-type Plasminogen Activator (uPA) is a
proteolytic enzyme that can be found in the extracellular matrix (ECM). Over-expression of levels of
uPA by cancer cells cause:

d
A{u(t, ·)} → A1 g(u(t, x)) = A1 ∇u g(u(t, x)) · ux (t, x)
dx
We use overcrowding prevention (volume-filling) mechanism for

• activation of plasminogen then plasmin, and

• chemotactic functions χu (c, v) = χ1 c(1 − c − v) and χp (c, v) = χ2 c(1 − c − v),

• degradation of the ECM → cancer invasion

• proliferations µu (c, v) = µ1 c(1 − c − v) and µv (c, v) = µ2 v(1 − c − v),

The activity of uPA is inhibited by PAI-1.
In this model, the motion of cancer cells is governed by (i) random motility, (ii) local flux terms
for chemotaxis up gradients uPA & PAI-1 concentrations, and (iii) local flux term for haptotaxis up
gradients ECM density, taking
∂v
A{u(t, ·)} =
∂x

(1)

• the function g(u) = (Scc c + Scv v)(1 − c − v),
assuming 1 − c − v ≥ 0.
Scc is the cell-cell adhesion coefficient and Scv is the
cell-matrix adhesion coefficient. Invasion occurs if
Scc < Scv . Linear stability analysis shows stability
of the system of equations. For the numerical sim-

ulations in 1D, we impose zero-flux boundary conditions on a spatial domain Ω = (0, 2). The maximum characteristic distance of invasion by the cancer cells L = 0.1cm.
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Non-local Model
Here the local haptotaxis flux term (1) is replaced by non-local flux term modelling cell-cell and cellmatrix adhesion, in 1D:
Z RX
1
1
A{u(t, ·)} :=
η(j) · Ω(r)g(u(t, x + rη(j)))dr
R 0 j=0
referred to as the adhesion velocity of cells in the direction of forming the most bonds in the sensing region.

Conclusions
We incorporated the non-local model accounting
for cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion into the uPA
system considering prevention of overcrowding.
The numerical simulations and analysis implied
stability and traveling wave-like solutions of the
cancer cells at the invasion stage.
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